Skeletons of branching processes are defined as trees of lineages characterized by an appropriate signature of future reproduction success. In the supercritical case a natural choice is to look for the lineages that survive forever [6] . In the critical case it was earlier suggested [7] to distinguish the particles with the total number of descendants exceeding a certain threshold. These two definitions lead to asymptotic representations of the skeletons as either pure birth process (in the slightly supercritical case) or critical birth-death processes (in the critical case conditioned on the total number of particles exceeding a high threshold value). The limit skeletons reveal typical survival scenarios for the underlying branching processes.
Introduction
Imagine a population of viruses trying to establish itself in a new environment.
Suppose the currently dominating type is nearly critical, in that its mean offspring number is close to one. One can think of two main factors which may lead to survival of this population: reproductive success or an advantageous mutation (a mutation producing new type of particles forming a strictly supercritical process). While a reproductive success is possible in the slightly supercritical case, 'survival due to an advantageous mutation' is the only way to escape extinction for a slightly subcritical branching system.
The typical survival scenarios of such branching processes can be studied in terms of the so-called skeleton trees formed by lineages characterized by an appropriate signature of future reproduction success. In the supercritical case a natural choice is to look for the lineages that survive forever [6] . In the critical case it was earlier suggested [7] to distinguish the particles with the total number of descendants exceeding a certain threshold. These two definitions lead to asymptotic representations of the skeletons as either pure birth process (in the slightly supercritical case) or critical birth-death processes (in the critical case conditioned on the total number of particles exceeding a high threshold value).
In this paper we suggest an alternative approach of defining a skeleton that relies on a random marking of the lineages in the family tree of a Bienaymé-Galton-Watson (BGW) process. The skeleton is then defined as the subtree formed by the infinite lineages together with the marked lineages. In Section 2 we describe the skeleton of infinite lineages and recall the result from [6] concerning a sequence of single type slightly-supercritical BGW process. It says that, conditioned on the event that the skeleton is not empty, the skeleton is approximated by the standard Yule process (a linear pure birth process).
In Section 3 we consider an exactly critical BWG process with marking: each particle in the family tree is marked, independently of the others, with a small probability.
Here the skeleton is formed by the lineages leading to a marked particle. We show that, conditioned on the event that it is not empty, the skeleton is approximated by a critical linear birth-death process.
In Section 4 we state the main result of the paper concerning a sequence of nearcritical BGW process with marked particles. The definition of skeleton is adapted in order to include both infinite lineages and marked lineages. The marking is also done in a more general way than in Section 3. Our main result states that, conditioned on the event that it is not empty, the skeleton is approximated by a linear birth-death process which can be either supercritical, critical or subcritical, depending on the parameters of the model. The proof of this main result, Theorem 4.1, is given in Section 8.
In Section 5 a decomposable two-type BGW process with irreversible mutations, starting from a single wild type individual, is studied. Each daughter of a wild type individual becomes a mutant, independently of the others, with a small probability.
We look at this Binomial mutation model as a particular case of the processes treated in Section 4 by considering the following marking procedure: a wild type individual is marked if gives birth to at least one mutant daughter.
Section 6 deals with a sequential mutation model, considered in [8] , for a viral population that escapes extinction due to a sequence of irreversible mutations that lead to a target type. It is assumed that mutations appear according to a Binomial mutation model and results from Section 5 are used to obtain the asymptotic shape of the limit skeleton. Finally, in Section 7 we address the important question of the time to escape from extinction in a sequential mutation model. By 'the time to escape from extinction' we mean the first generation where a particle of the target type appears.
Due to the shape of the skeleton, we are able to show that the time to escape from extinction is asymptotically equal to the time of the first death occurring in the limit skeleton. An explicit formula for the density distribution function of the time to the first death in the limit skeleton is derived.
Infinite lineages
Consider a sequence of branching processes {Z m (n)} ∞ n=0 , m = 1, 2, . . . with offspring distributions (p m (0), p m (1), . . .) and starting from one particle Z m (0) = 1. Assume that the processes are nearly critical with
Condition (2.3) requires uniform integrability for the sequence of squared offspring numbers and implies that the following equality
holds with R m (s) → 0 uniformly in m as s ↑ 1.
A natural way of defining a skeleton for branching processes was proposed in [6] , where such processes were considered with m > 0 for all m (slightly supercritical case).
Its survival probability, Q m , according to Lemma 3.3 in [6] satisfies the following well known approximation formula
It is a well known fact that a supercritical branching process can be viewed as a two-type branching process, by distinguishing among particles with infinite line of descent and particles having finite number of descendants. If we concentrate only in the number of particles with infinite line of descent we arrive at the so-called skeleton process. Conditioning the supercritical process on non-extinction and focussing on infinite lineages we get a new sequence of supercritical branching process {X m (n)} n≥0
with X m (0) = 1 which under conditions (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) is weakly approximated
by the Yule process, see Theorem 3.2 in [6] . Recall that the Yule process is a continuous time Markov branching process with particles living exponential times with mean 1 and, at the moment of death, the particles are replaced by two new particles. The key part of the proof of (2.6) is to show, using (2.4) , that
Then it remains to check the convergence of the generator of this Markov chain to the generator of the Yule process after the time is scaled accordingly.
The limitation of this definition of a skeleton is that it has no direct extension to the critical or subcritical branching processes. Theorem 2.1 from [6] shows that in the critical case if the branching process is conditioned "on very late extinction" then the limiting skeleton (without any scaling) is a trivial discrete time process Y (n) ≡ 1,
In this paper we suggest an alternative approach of defining a skeleton relying on a random marking of the lineages in the family tree. We start by studying in the next section a simple case of exactly critical reproduction.
Critical branching processes with independently marked particles
Consider a single type BGW process Z(n) such that its offspring distribution (p 0 , p 1 , . . .)
has mean
Consider the corresponding family tree and suppose that each vertex in the tree is independently marked with a small probability µ m → 0, as m → ∞. Any path connecting the root with a marked vertex will be considered as a part of the skeleton. Thus the skeleton is the subtree of the family tree formed by the skeleton paths. Adapting Proposition 2.1 from [8] to this case one can show that for a given µ m the sequence {X m (n)} n≥0 of numbers of branches in the skeleton forms a BGW process. Next we find the conditional asymptotic structure of the skeleton.
Let again Q m = P(X m (0) = 1) stand for the probability that the skeleton is not empty (at least one particle is marked). Due to the branching property we have Using the Taylor expansion of φ around point 1 we get
and deduce from (3.1)
Denoting by ξ m the indicator of the event that the ancestral particle is marked we get
implying that the offspring distribution of the skeleton particles satisfies
It follows that using τ m = σ √ 2µ m we can write
Comparing (3.3) to (2.7) we conclude that, if the original branching process produces at least one marked particle, there holds a weak convergence in the Skorokhod sense
Here the limit process is a continuous time Markov branching process with the critical binary splitting:
• particles live exponential times with parameter 1,
• at the moment of its death each particle with probability 0.5 leaves no children and with probability 0.5 produces two children.
The limit process, Y 0.5 (.), being a critical branching process will eventually go extinct.
Relation (3.3) gives an enhanced interpretation of the limit skeleton (3.4). All marked particles appearing in the branching process can be associated with the tips of the limit skeleton. In particular the total number of the marked particles, W m , conditioned on W m > 0 is asymptotically distributed as the total number of leaves, W , in the family tree of the limit skeleton. Due to the branching property we have
where ν is the number of offspring of the initial particle in the skeleton, W and W are i.i.d. with W . In terms of the generating functions we get an equation
Main result
In this section we combine and further develop the two approaches presented in Chapters 2 and 3 for a more general model. Consider a nearly critical reproduction
3) and allowing for negative m . Furthermore, assume that a particle with k offspring is marked with probability A m (k). The marking event may depend not only on the number of offspring but also on the whole daughter branching process. For example, the marking rule could be to mark all particles whose total number of descendent exceeds m [7] . Observe that for the marked near-critical BGW process the total probability for a particle to be marked is given by
Clearly, the case of Section 2 corresponds to the zero marking probability, µ m ≡ 0, In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior of the skeleton assuming 
which is obtained by using the inequality
Let, as before, Q m stand for the probability that the skeleton is not empty. Now we can state our main result claiming that, conditioned on the event that the skeleton is not empty, a weak convergence of the following form holds • particles live exponential times with parameter 1,
• at the moment of its death each particle with probability 1 − λ leaves no children and with probability λ produces two children.
Remark. Importantly, as with (3.4) in Section 3, by the claiming (4.4) we implicate that asymptotically there is one-to-one correspondence among the marked particles appearing in the branching process and the tips of the limit skeleton Y λ (.). In particular, in (2.6) the limit skeleton has no tips implying that under the corresponding time scale we can not expect observing marked particles in the branching process. (i) if c = ∞, then (2.5) and (2.6) hold, According to Theorem 4.1 there are five different asymptotic regimes for the skeleton of a near-critical BGW process depending on how the deviation from the critical reproduction, m , relates to the square root of the marking probability, √ µ m :
• in the supercritical case c = ∞ with a negligible marking probability the limit skeleton is the Yule process which never dies out,
• in the supercritical case c ∈ (0, ∞) with a balanced marking probability the limit skeleton is a supercritical Markov branching process which dies out with probability √ c 2 +2σ 2 −c √ c 2 +2σ 2 +c and survives forever with probability
• if the reproduction law is very close to the purely critical, c = 0, then the limit skeleton is a critical Markov branching process which dies out with probability one although rather slowly,
• in the subcritical case c ∈ (−∞, 0) with a balanced marking probability the limit skeleton is a subcritical Markov branching process which dies out with probability one,
• in the subcritical case c = −∞ with a very small marking probability the limit skeleton is given by a single lineage that dies out after an exponential time.
Binomial mutation model
Here we present an important example of a marked branching process based on a decomposable two-type Galton-Watson process modeling a population of individuals with irreversible mutations. The two-type branching process stems from a single wild type individual which produces k offspring with probability q m (k). Suppose that each daughter of a wild type individual becomes a mutant with probability π m independently of other daughters.
To introduce a marked BGW process we focus only on the wild type individuals and mark those wild type individuals who have at least one mutant daughter. The reproduction law for the marked branching process is given by the distribution for the number of wild type offspring: 
To ensure that one can use the results from previous section, we need conditions
3) to hold. Therefore we assume that the reproduction law with mutant offspring satisfies 
Remark. Relation (5.9) has an interesting implication for our two-type branching process: the mean number of wild type siblings in a family with at least one mutant asymptotically equals the variance of the total offspring number.
Proof. First observe that (5.3) entails a useful expression for the marking probability Next, due to (5.2) we have
for any n ≥ 2. Letting here first m → ∞ and then n → ∞, due to (5.5) and (5.6), we arrive at
This together with (4.3) implies (2.2). Now, according to (5.3) we have
From here we easily obtain (5.9), and therefore (4.2), using (4.3) and
In view of
we derive from (5.2) and (5.4)
Combining (4.2) and (5.12) we get (2.1).
To prove (2.3) we turn to (5.1) and see that
Thus (2.3) is an immediate consequence of (5.6). 
The sequential mutation model
Our next illustration of Theorem 4.1 deals with the sequential mutation model [8] for a viral population with irreversible mutations which escapes extinction as soon as a target type of viruses is produced. To simplify the discussion we focus mainly on the two-step mutation model, extending the one-step model from Section 5. 
Our main interest in the two-step mutation model is of course the limit skeleton leading to the target type. Therefore, we want to apply Corollary 5.1 once again to the branching system with the probability of a successful mutation for the wild type viruses given byπ
we get
The limit skeleton for the wild type is supercritical iff c 1 > 0.
The time scale for the wild type type skeletons is given by
which in the considered case is much slower than the time scale of the intermediate type (6.1) . Thus the overall skeleton is given by the wild type skeleton, and the first death in the limit skeleton corresponds to the time of escape from extinction when the first virus of the target type appears.
The above considered case is one of the many possible combination of reproductionmutation regimes for the two-step mutation model. Without analyzing each of the remaining cases we just point out that there is a situation when both parts of the skeleton live on the same time scale. This is the case when 
Time to escape
In the framework of the sequential mutation model of Section 6 it is crucial to be able to describe the time to escape from extinction.
Let T m be the time until the first marked particle is observed and put
.
According to Theorem 4.1 given that the limit (4.5) is finite, Q(t) = P(T > t) is the tail probability of the time T to the first death in the limit skeleton Y λ (·) with
where L is the exponential life length with mean one, ν is the number of offspring of the initial particle, T and T are i.i.d with T . Due to the branching property (7.1)
It follows
Differentiation over t yields a simple differential equation
and we conclude that the scaled time T m √ µ m has the limit density distribution function
In particular, with c = 0 we get We illustrate the asymptotic density function, ψ, by Figure 1 . In the supercritical case the density curve reaches its a maximum value at
making the most likely value for the time to escape T m to be around
Proof of Theorem 4.1
Our proof relies on the properties of the probability generating function
jointly characterizing the marking status of a particle (through r) and its offspring number (through s). 
